
Principles/Elements of Design Picture Assignment

Name: Date: Hour:

Directions: Using magazines, locate small/medium, clear pictures
that illustrate the following examples of the principles of design:

Point of emphasis (1 example; 1 point)
Formal balance (1 example; 1 point)
Informal balance (1 example; 1 point)
Pattern (1 example; i point)
Line: (vertical, horizontal, diagonal, curved, feminine, and
masculine; 4 points) - you need to choose 4 of the 6 ©

Used positive and negative space to display examples
appropriately (lo points)
Neatness (lO points)
Following directions (lO points)

Matte each picture individually, and then mount them all onto
one piece of poster board using both sides. Matting should be
equally all the way around the mounted picture. Securely glue
all edges of mounting and pictures to the poster board.
Remember to utilize the elements and the principles when
mounting the examples. Oo points)
Title with the appropriate name of the project (5 points)
Using professional lettering and presentation methods as
discussed in class, label each picture with the appropriate
title. (10 points)
Write a complete sentence describing where you see the
principle of design in each picture (paper clip to the poster
board - 16 points)

Remember neatness and presentation is important!

Total Points Possible /79 points

Please paper clip this rubric to your Principles and Elements
of Design Picture Assignment when completed. Thank you!



Principles and Elements of
Design Picture Assignment

1. When choosing pictures from magazines, make
sure they are small/medium in size and clearly
describe the element/principle.
2. Title the assignment with professional lettering.
3. Type the labels for each element/principle.
4. Place Your name and hour on the back of the
poster board.
5. Use color theory when planning the color
scheme for the mounting and background (poster
board) of your project.
6. Use negative and positive space effectively when
placing your mounted pictures on the poster
board.
7. Put your name on pieces and parts.
8. Consistency and presentation is vital when
preparing this project.


